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Abstract

Captain Nathan C. Stuckey implemented the idea of the stochastic estimation and control for network in OPNET simulator. He used extended Kalman filter to estimate packet size and packet arrival rate of network queue to regulate queue size. To validate stochastic theory, network estimator and controller is designed by OPNET model. These models validated the transient queue behavior in OPNET and work of Kalman filter by predicting the queue size and arrival rate. However, it was not enough to verify a theory by experiment. So, it needed to validate the stochastic control theory with other tools to get high validity. Our goal was to make a new model to validate Stuckey’s simulation. For this validation, NS-2 was studied and modified the Kalman filter to cooperate with MATLAB. Moreover, NS-2 model was designed to predict network characteristics of queue size with different scenarios and traffic types. Through these NS-2 models, the performance of the network state estimator and network queue controller was investigated and shown to provide high validity for Stuckey’s simulations.
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I. Introduction

In the future battlefield, military commanders and soldiers no longer have to yell coordinates over the radio and then plot maps to pinpoint their exact location. Instead, the Army is equipped with computer-driven networks on the battlefield that automatically know their locations at any time. The future battlefield aims to link soldiers to a wide range of weapons, sensors, and information systems by means of a mobile ad hoc network architecture that will enable unprecedented levels of joint interoperability, shared situational awareness, and the ability to execute highly synchronized mission operations. This means that the paradigms of the battlefield are rapidly changing and we need the new technologies to support these changes.

There are many causes changing the paradigms of future battlefield, but the key foundation is the network on a battlefield. This network is a main element to bring the future not only to the military but to normal society as well. In normal society, people use private mobile phone that allows them to communication with others and transfer Internet data. In the military, network system integrates sensors, weapons, command posts, command centers, and forward observers. Thus, the importance of network is huge regardless of the field.
The current routing and congestion control algorithms may not be sufficient for the future network. The main reason is the flexibility of the network. The current routing and congestion control algorithms do not support future flexibility. Flexibility was not important in times past because the network was the static topology with connected wires and less elements. Future networks will have dynamic topology and numerous elements. This will be because the network will not only require communication at organizational levels, but also a communication system between organizational levels, individual levels, and combinations of assets (i.e., in the military, sensors, effectors, command & control). In these cases, we will need dynamic algorithms to support the flexibility of the network.

Captain Nathan C. Stuckey proposes one solution to support dynamic networks [15]. He tries to improve the process of information delivery on computer networks to modify current routing and congestion control algorithms. For this improvement, he grafts stochastic nature onto the network algorithm. He does this because the current mainstream routing and congestion control algorithms do not use the probabilistic nature of computer networks. This means observed measurements cannot instantly influence the performance of the network. These measurements may contain a certain error, although it is impossible to know the current error of the network and fix it. However, if the stochastic nature of a computer network can be modeled accurately, the current state of the network can be estimated and the future state can be predicted. Being able to estimate the current and future state of the network would allow for improved routing and congestion control algorithms to be developed [15]. Stuckey designed the stochastic algorithm using Kalman filters to estimate the state of the network and develop optimal network control algorithms.
With this developed stochastic algorithm, Stuckey estimated current network state and control queue size to improve a performance of the network. Queues are one of the key elements in computer networks. In general, computer networks can be thought of as queuing networks. To demonstrate the possibility of applying stochastic control theory to computer networks, Stuckey developed a controller in his thesis to regulate queue sizes by controlling the packet arrival rate to the network queues. He designed network models to validate his algorithms simulated with OPNET and validated the process of applying stochastic control theory [15].

The goal of our research is to improve the process of the computer network. Following Stuckey, stochastic control theory was applied to estimate current network state and control queue size. With this stochastic control theory, we designed a network model to validate the performance of applying stochastic control theory under various network situations. Stuckey validated the process of the stochastic control algorithm, but it was insufficient to validate the performances of applying stochastic control theory to a real network. Although the OPNET tool is a powerful network simulation tool, it is necessary to validate the stochastic control theory with other tools to get high validity.

The main efforts of this research are to port it to another simulation tool and have more validity of stochastic control theory under various network situations. For this research, the network model developed with OPNET by Stuckey is ported to the Network Simulator-2 (NS-2) simulation tool [3]. And NS-2 is a network simulator developed at UC Berkely and is a well known, free, powerful network simulator tool. As will be more discussed fully in Chapter III, to demonstrate the performance of the stochastic control
theory, we used various types of traffic sources. Also we tested the performance under various packet sizes, traffic rates, and prediction times.

The following chapter will provide more detail on the background of these aspects and ideas used in this research. Chapter III discusses the methods for validating the OPNET model developed by Stuckey with the NS-2. Chapter III also discusses the various network situations used to validate the performance of applying stochastic control theory. Chapter IV provides results and analyses of the data collected by the NS-2 model to validate the theory of Stuckey’s work, as well as validate the work of the NS-2 model that was ported. Finally, Chapter V concludes the research by stating whether or not the objectives of the research have been accomplished, and provides recommendations for possible future research in this area of study.
II. Literature Review

2.1. Introduction

While the current algorithms in use today may be sufficient for static networks, in the future we need active control algorithms. For these active algorithms, we need to know the state of the network such as the path information and the rate over the network. Advanced control algorithms require knowledge of the various network states. So in this chapter, we introduce how to determine the state of the network.

2.2. Network Tomography

Network tomography is the research of a network's internal characteristics using information derived from network states. The word “tomography” is used to emerging the field, to other processes that infer the internal characteristics of an object from external measurement, as is done in X-rays imaging.

2.2.1. Network Tomography Basics

Today’s significant network problems can be classified according to the acquisition type of network information and the performance parameters of interest [20]. That is, we can discuss broadly that the network’s problem of inferring the network state involves estimating network performance based on traffic measurements at a limited and designed subnet of the nodes.

However, the real network problem is more complex. Sometimes we cannot measure the performance of a real network model or to discover network problems, because the characteristic of computer networks are complex and decentralized.
Moreover, the hardware for the network or computer is developed quickly and mobile or wireless hardware makes it difficult to measure network states. This means that in the past, the network problems were simple processes of arithmetic but today these are the processes of estimation and prediction.

Y. Vardi studied these types of problems, and became one of the first researchers to coin the term network “tomography” [20]. The network tomography is derived from the similarity between network and medical tomography. Recently, two forms of network tomography have been addressed in the literature: i) link-level parameter estimation based on end-to-end, path-level traffic measurements and ii) sender-receiver path-level traffic intensity estimation based on link-level traffic measurements [20]. In link-level parameter estimation, the traffic measurements typically consist of counting packets transmitted and/or received between nodes or time delays between packet transmissions and receptions. In path-level traffic intensity estimation, the measurements consist of counting packets that pass through nodes in the network.

2.2.2. Network Tomography Application

As presented in the basics of network tomography, most network measurement schemes have existed on the outside edges of the network. In link-level or path-level, these edges are the same concept, and this means transmitted and received nodes. Of course, the states of the network must be inferred from the information obtained at the edges.

Once measurements are obtained from the edges, statistical inference techniques are used to analyze the measurement data in order to learn as much as possible about the
state of the network. Numerous statistical techniques have been used including complexity-reducing hierarchical statistical models, moment- and likelihood-based estimation, expectation-maximization and Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithms [20].

One statistical technique that has had only limited use in the network tomography field is the Kalman filter. The Kalman filter is fed measurements from the system of interest and produces an estimate of the system state. Within the Kalman filter, the system is modeled as a set of differential equations in the continuous-time case or as a set of difference equations in the case of a discrete-time system. The system model is used to propagate the estimate of the state of the system forward in time until a measurement is received. At this point, the system state attained from the measurement is compared to the estimate of the system state and combined in an optimal manner.

2.3. Kalman filter

Forecasts are rarely perfect, as they show what is likely to happen “on average”. So it is a good practice to complement forecasts with measures of the forecast uncertainty. The most common measure of uncertainty is the variance. The Kalman filter is an iterative computational algorithm designed to calculate forecasts and forecast variances for some models.

2.3.1. Kalman Filter Background

In 1960, R.E. Kalman designed a recursive solution to the discrete-data linear filtering problem. Since that time, due in large part to advances in digital computing, the Kalman filter has been the subject of extensive research and application, particularly in the area of autonomous or assisted navigation [4].
The Kalman filter is a set of mathematical equations that provides an efficient computational (recursive) means to estimate the state of a process, in a way that minimizes the mean of the squared error (see Section 2.6.1). The filter is very powerful in several aspects: it supports estimations of past, present, and even future states, and it can do so even when the precise nature of the modeled system is unknown.

The Kalman filter estimates a process by using a form of feedback control: the filter estimates the process state at some time and then obtains feedback in the form of measurements. As such, the equations for the Kalman filter fall into two groups: time update equations and measurement update equations. The time update equations are responsible for projecting forward (in time) the current state and error covariance estimates to obtain the a priori estimates for the next time step. The measurement update equations are responsible for the feedback—i.e. for incorporating a new measurement into the a priori estimate to obtain an improved a posteriori estimate.

The time update equations can also be thought of as predictor equations, while the measurement update equations can be thought of as predictor equations. Indeed the final estimation algorithm resembles that of a predictor-corrector algorithm for solving numerical problems as shown below in Figure 1.

![Figure 1. The ongoing discrete Kalman filter cycle [4]](image-url)
2.3.2. Application of Kalman Filter

The Kalman filter is a multi-input, multi-output, recursive digital filter that can optimally estimate, in real time, the states of the system based on its noisy outputs. The estimates are statistically optimal in the sense that they minimize the mean square estimation error. As a result, the Kalman filter has been used to estimate the optimal solution for various real applications.

This filter has applications in GPS based navigation systems like Wide Area Augmentation System [1]. Several production GPS receivers use the Kalman filter [16]. A GPS receiver, however, doesn’t measure exact range to each satellite. The measurement process is corrupted by noise which introduces errors into the calculation. A Kalman filter characterizes the noise sources in order to minimize their effect on the desired receiver outputs. When the GPS receiver is aided or integrated with other navigation sensors (e.g., Inertial Navigation Systems (INS) [21], clock, altimeter or Attitude Heading Reference System (AHRS) [2]), then the Kalman filter can be extended to include the measurements added by these sensors. In fact, a typical implementation for integrated systems would be to have a central Kalman filter incorporating measurements from all available sources [16].

Some universities use Kalman filters to play robot soccer [19]. Here, robot localization is the process whereby a robot determines its own position in the world in which it functions with a Kalman filter. World modeling is the process used by a robot to determine the position of other objects in its world. The Kalman filter has been implemented for a robot to locate its own position and the ball position.
An application of the Kalman filter has been developed for the real-time identification of a distributed parameter in a nuclear power plant. This technique can be used to improve numerical method-based best-estimate simulation of such a complex system [10].

The Kalman filter can use one solution to minimize network traffic between mobile users. When the devices in the GRID wireless are highly mobile, there will be much traffic required to exchange the geographic position information of each mobile node, and this causes an adverse effect on efficient battery usage. Each node uses the algorithm to estimate its own movement (also other node’s movement), and when the estimation error is over a threshold, the node sends the UPDATE (including position, velocity, etc) packet to other devices. As the estimation accuracy is increased, each node can minimize the number of UPDATE packet transmission [22]. Also, the Kalman filter based prediction algorithm makes significant contributions to various aspects of network traffic engineering and resource allocation. The prediction algorithm with Kalman filter yields superior prediction accuracy than the other algorithms [9].

As network data is transmitted in randomly sized packets, the Kalman filter can be used to estimate the optimal packet size in a wireless network in order to maximize channel efficiency [23].

2.4. Network Queue

Network queueing is a very important application of queueing theory. A queue is a waiting line that is like a sequence of messages or jobs held in temporary storage awaiting transmission or processing. In the network system, the queue is same meaning
but the objective is different from other application. Figure 2 shows simple queueing model that the simple queueing model involves a single queue.

![Queueing Model Diagram](image)

Figure 2. The ongoing discrete Kalman filter cycle [27].

In this queueing system, inputs – messages or packets requesting service – come from the left and wait for service in the queue. When the server can serve the request from the input, it services request from queue and then sends service or output to the right.

Although this model is simplest queueing system model, in general, the aim of traffic modeling is to provide the network designer with relatively simple methods to characterize traffic load on a network. Ideally, such means can be used to estimate performance and to enable efficient provisioning of network resources. Thus, we can know understand the importance of queue with this simple model. Actually, in the network, queue size would impact the performance of network. In real application, queue size is limited and queue size is able to influence delay and throughput.

As a result, in dynamic routing and congestion control system based on stochastic algorithm that is developed for the future, Queueing system is key point of network and that is reason why we manage queue size with Kalman filter to improve performance of network.

2.5. Traffic Type

Modeling a traffic stream emitted from a source, or a traffic streams that represents a multiplexing of many Internet traffic streams, is part of traffic modeling.
These traffic streams have each characteristic that is called traffic type. In this research, we chose several types of network traffic like Constant Bit Rate (CBR), Exponential, Pareto and Poisson. These traffic models loosely represent real network data flow. And these traffic models are defined by TrafficGenerator under the NS-2 [25].

2.5.1. CBR Traffic

This traffic model generates traffic according to a deterministic rate. Packets are of constant size. Optionally, some randomizing dither can be enabled on the interpacket departure intervals. A CBR object is embodied in the OTcl class Application/Traffic/CBR. The member variables that parameterize this object are shown in Table1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>rate_</td>
<td>the sending rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>interval_</td>
<td>interval between packets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>packetSize_</td>
<td>the constant size of the packets generated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>random_</td>
<td>flag indicating whether or not to introduce random “noise” in the scheduled departure times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maxpkts_</td>
<td>the maximum number of packets to send</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.5.2. Exponential Traffic

This traffic model generates traffic according to an Exponential distribution. Packets are sent at a fixed rate during “on” periods, and no packets are sent during “off” periods. Both “on” and “off” periods are taken from an exponential distribution. Packets are constant size. An Exponential On/Off object is embodied in the OTc1 class...
Application/Traffic/Exponential. The member variables that parameterize this object are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. The configuration variables of Exponential traffic.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>packetSize_</td>
<td>the constant size of the packets generated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>burst_time_</td>
<td>the average “on” time for the generator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>idle_time_</td>
<td>the average “off” time for the generator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rate_</td>
<td>the sending rate during “on” times</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.5.3. Pareto Traffic

This traffic model generates traffic according to a Pareto On/Off distribution. This is identical to the Exponential distribution, except the on and off periods are taken from a Pareto distribution. These sources can be used to generate aggregate traffic that exhibits long range dependency like a Web traffic generator assuming that Web object sizes form a Pareto distribution. A Pareto On/Off object is embodied in the OTcl class Application/Traffic/Pareto. The member variables that parameterize this object are shown in Table 3.

Table 3. The configuration variables of Pareto traffic.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>packetSize_</td>
<td>the constant size of the packets generated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>burst_time_</td>
<td>the average &quot;on&quot; time for the generator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>idle_time_</td>
<td>the average &quot;off&quot; time for the generator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rate_</td>
<td>the sending rate during &quot;on&quot; times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shape_</td>
<td>the &quot;shape&quot; parameter used by the Pareto distribution</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.5.4. Poisson Traffic

A Poisson object is instantiated by the OTcl class Application/Traffic/Poisson. Packet generation is a Poisson process: the time between successive packets is independently generated from an exponential distribution with mean interval_. The important member variables that parameterize this object are shown in Table 4.

Table 4. The configuration variables of Poisson traffic.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>rate_</td>
<td>the sending rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>interval_</td>
<td>mean packet inter-generation time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>packetSize_</td>
<td>size of the packet generated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maxpkts_</td>
<td>maximum number of packets to send</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.6. Statistical Simulation Methods

In this thesis, we need some method for qualitative assessment of the model. Some output data have variable qualitative measures; we also need rules to compare each output data with verifiability. Therefore this section we discuss methods that are satisfied with above conditions.

2.6.1. Mean Squared Error

Mean squared error (MSE) is a classical deviance measure for absolute scale [24]. We assume \( y_t \) to be the measurement of a typically time continuous real world process and \( \hat{y}_t \) simulated values of the same process at the same times \( t_1, \ldots, t_n \). We only consider real valued \( y_t \) and not vectors. Concerning the methods of this section multiple outcomes can be studied individually. In this situation, mean squared error measure is defined by:
Mean squared error: \[ \text{MSE} = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{t=1}^{n} (y_t - \hat{y}_t)^2 \] (2.1)

MSE measures absolutely, based on scale dependent measures of model performance, i.e. MSE can only provide a relative comparison between different models. These deviance measures are zero if and only if the values are identical. Table 5 shows how the mean square error would be calculated. Then it would add up the square errors and take the sum. In this case the sum of the errors is 43.1375 and the mean square error is 6.1625. We can use this to compare actual queue sizes with the Kalman filter predicted levels.

Table 5. Example of mean squared error (MSE) [11].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time (t)</th>
<th>Weight (Y)</th>
<th>Estimated ((\hat{Y}))</th>
<th>((Y - \hat{Y})^2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>36.53</td>
<td>29.9209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>45.77</td>
<td>0.0529</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>51.93</td>
<td>0.8649</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>58.09</td>
<td>1.1881</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>64.25</td>
<td>5.0625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>70.41</td>
<td>5.8081</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>73.49</td>
<td>0.2401</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.6.2. Mean Absolute Percentage Error

Mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) is a deviance measurement for relative scale [24]. Mean absolute percentage error is the average value of the absolute values of errors expressed in percentage terms. We consider data to be in a relative scale if they are strictly positive and the importance of the difference is given by the ratio and not by the arithmetic. In the same situation as section 2.6.1, mean absolute percentage error is defined by:
**mean absolute percentage error:** \[ \text{MAPE} = \frac{100}{n} \sum_{t=1}^{n} \frac{|y_t - \hat{y}_t|}{|y_t|} \] (2.2)

MAPE cannot be determined if measured values \( y_t \) are equal to zero and it tends to infinity if measurements are small or near to zero. This is a typical behavior, when relative errors are considered. Table 6 shows how the mean absolute percentage error would be calculated. We can also use this to compare actual queue sizes with the Kalman filter predicted levels.

| Time (t) | Weight (\( Y \)) | Estimated (\( \hat{Y} \)) | \( \frac{|y_t - \hat{y}_t|}{|y_t|} \) |
|----------|------------------|--------------------------|----------------------------------|
| 1        | 42               | 36.53                    | 0.1302                           |
| 2        | 46               | 45.77                    | 0.005                            |
| 3        | 51               | 51.93                    | 0.0182                           |
| 4        | 57               | 58.09                    | 0.0191                           |
| 5        | 62               | 64.25                    | 0.0363                           |
| 6        | 68               | 70.41                    | 0.0351                           |
| 7        | 73               | 73.49                    | 0.0067                           |

2.6.3. Monte Carlo Method

Monte Carlo method provides approximate solutions to a variety of mathematical problems by performing statistical sampling experiments. They can be loosely defined as statistical simulation methods, where statistical simulation is defined in quite general terms to be any method that utilizes sequences of random numbers to perform the simulation [8]. Thus Monte Carlo methods are a collection of different methods that all basically perform the same process. This process involves performing many simulations using random numbers and probability to get an approximation of the answer to the problem.
The Monte Carlo method is just one of many methods for analyzing uncertainty propagation, where the goal is to determine how random variation, lack of knowledge, or error affects the sensitivity, performance, or reliability of the system that is being modeled [12]. Monte Carlo simulation is categorized as a sampling method because the inputs are randomly generated from probability distributions to simulate the process of sampling from an actual population. So, we try to choose a distribution for the inputs that most closely matches data we already have, or best represents our current state of knowledge. The data generated from the simulation can be represented as probability distributions (or histograms) or converted to error bars, reliability predictions, tolerance zones, and confidence intervals (as shown in Figure 3).

![Figure 3. The basic principle behind Monte Carlo simulation [12].](image)

The steps in Monte Carlo simulation corresponding to the uncertainty propagation shown in Figure 3 are fairly simple, and can be easily implemented in a spreadsheet like Excel for simple models. All we need to do is follow the five simple steps listed below:
Step 1: Create a parametric model, \( y = f(x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_q) \).

Step 2: Generate a set of random inputs, \( x_{i1}, x_{i2}, \ldots, x_{iq} \).

Step 3: Evaluate the model and store the results as \( y_i \).

Step 4: Repeat steps 2 and 3 for \( i = 1 \) to \( n \).

Step 5: Analyze the results using histograms, summary statistics, confidence intervals, etc.

We will simulate the network model to approximate the performance of the stochastic algorithm using Kalman filter with Monte Carlo method.

2.7. Review of Developed model for stochastic algorithm

This section discusses the OPNET and the NS-2 network simulation tool. Moreover, it reviews the network estimator model and control model developed by Stuckey.

2.7.1. OPNET

OPNET Modeler is the industry’s leading simulator specialized for network research and development [17]. It allows a researcher to design and study communication networks, devices, protocols, and applications with great flexibility. It provides a graphical editor interface to build models for various network entities from physical layer modulator to application processes. All the components are modeled in an object-oriented approach which gives intuitive easy mapping to real systems. It gives a flexible platform to test your new ideas and solutions with low cost.
In Stuckey’s thesis, his algorithm was validated for ideal traffic using a network simulated in OPNET. And then OPNET is used to design the transient queue model to test the adequacy of the transient queue size model [15]. It is obvious that the OPNET tool provides powerful network simulation to test modeling traffic and network topology, but it is not enough to validate the algorithm with just one network simulation tool. OPNET may or may not have a little difference between the model and the actuality. For that reason, it needs other network tool to model Stuckey’s algorithm like the NS-2.

2.7.2. NS-2

NS-2 is the second version of a network simulator tool developed by the Virtual InterNetwork Testbed (VINT) project [3]. It is an event-driven network simulator, which is popular with the networking research community. It includes numerous models of common Internet protocols including several newer protocols, such as reliable multicast and TCP selective acknowledgement. A network animator, Nam, provides packet-level animation and protocol specific graphs for design and debugging of network protocols. Additionally, different levels of configuration are present in NS-2 due to its open source nature, including the capability of creating custom applications and protocols as well as modifying several parameters at different layers.

The NS-2 architecture takes an object-oriented approach using C++ and Otcl [26]. Otcl is an object-oriented variant of the well-known scripting language tcl. C++ is utilized for per-packet processing and forms the core of the simulator. Otcl is used for simulation scenario generation, periodic or triggered action generation and for manipulating existing C++ objects.
Figure 4 shows a network representation with the NS-2 components visualized in NAM. Nam is a Tcl/TK based animation tool for viewing network simulation traces and real world packet trace data [25]. The Nam trace file should contain topology information like nodes, links, queues, node connectivity etc as well as packet trace information shown in Figure 4. The design theory behind Nam was to create an animator that is able to read large animation data sets and be extensible enough to understand invisible network situation.

2.7.3. Integrated Network Estimator

The Kalman filter designed by Stuckey was integrated into the OPNET simulations to demonstrate the operation of a network queue estimator in a computer network. Since the Kalman filter was implemented in MATLAB and the network simulation was implemented in OPNET, a co-simulation interface was developed between the two programs. OPNET was used as the primary program and maintained control of the simulations. When Kalman filter computations were needed, the MATLAB functions were called by the OPNET simulation. Application programming interface
(API) of C language that allows the MATLAB engine to be called by C code is included with the MATLAB software. Since OPNET models are constructed of C code, this API was used to call MATLAB from within the OPNET models.

The integrated network estimator model is shown in Figure 5. The integrated network estimator is designed with Kalman filter as described above. The router and Client 1 model are modified. Duplex point-to-point links are used to connect the nodes. The traffic was sent from Client 1 to Client 2 using the UDP transport protocol. Poisson traffic was sent with a mean arrival rate of five packets/second and a mean packet size of 1500 bytes. With this simple model, we can estimate the queue and control the queue with Stuckey’s theory.

![Figure 5. Integrated network estimator model from Stuckey’s thesis [15].](image)

The modified router measures current state of network and the modified client takes the network state from router and estimate the queue size. The following is more detail description about this integrated network estimator modeled by the OPNET.
The internal model of the router from figure 5 is shown in Figure 6. The IP block has been modified to observe the IP packets traveling through the router. The queue size monitor block has been added to the router model. The queue size monitor block contains the queue size monitor application. The function of the queue size monitor application is to send the router queue size data to all of the senders that are transmitting data through the queue. The workstations receive queue size data packets from the routers. This packet information is sent to the queue size monitor block. The size of the central queue in the router is also sent to the queue size monitor block from the IP block upper right corner of Figure 6.
The Kalman filter block has been added into the workstation model. The modified workstation model is shown in Figure 7. When the workstation receives a queue size data packet, the interface forwards it to the Kalman filter block. The Kalman filter block receives the queue size data packet and calls the Kalman filter MATLAB code that was validated through the co-simulation interface. The Kalman filter code processes the measurement data by executing the propagate and update steps. The estimate of queue size and packet arrival rate is then passed back to OPNET and recorded.

2.7.4. Integrated Network Controller

The simple OPNET model used to test the controller design is shown in Figure 8. The two dashed lines are statistic lines that report the queue size and queue arrival rate to the source. The source and queue models are modified versions of the standard OPNET models used in the integrated network estimator and the sink model remains unchanged. The queue model has been slightly modified to record the arrival rate to the queue. The source model has been modified so that the sending rate is no longer set by the user, but
computed by the controller. Since the controller is implemented in MATLAB, the source interacts with the controller through the co-simulation interface.

![Figure 8. Simple controller model implemented with OPNET [15].](image)

2.8. Summary

In this chapter, The Kalman filter was described with a few examples of the use of Kalman filter within the network tomography. And some issues for simulation were presented to help the analysis of the performances of Kalman filter. Also, it reviewed the OPNET model implemented by Stuckey and the NS-2 simulation tools. In the following chapter, we discuss how network state estimator and controller are validated under the different traffic type and scenarios.
III. Methodology

3.1. Introduction

Our stochastic control scheme is designed with a Kalman filter to estimate network state and to regulate queue size within a dynamic computer network. For this stochastic control scheme, Stuckey made a simulation model that are presented for both the Kalman filter based network state estimator and the network queue controller [15]. He designed a network state estimator and network queue controller model with OPNET and implemented an extended Kalman filter with MATLAB (see Chapter II for more details). In this chapter, we show other tool and models to validate his stochastic control scheme and use of his models.

3.1.1. Goals

The first goal of this research is to develop and validate the stochastic control scheme with the NS-2 simulation tool. Stuckey used OPNET simulation to validate his theory. But this research use the NS-2 to call the function of Kalman filter that was written in MATLAB. The second goal was to predict network characteristics of queue size with different scenarios and traffic types.

3.1.2. Approach

With collaboration from Stuckey, we made the modifications to the Kalman Filter. Instead of looking at past information and propagating to the present, the present data is used to assess the future. And as mentioned previously, we port and compile the code into NS-2. The Kalman Filter was written in MATLAB and executed through the
C/C++ MATLAB engine. NS-2 is also written in C++ with scripting support in TCL. We created two new C++ files for the port: the first being the code that would call on the modified Kalman Filter and second a drop tail queue that would send state information to the filter. This attempt worked after linking the MATLAB libraries with the NS-2. Finally, we needed to add the framework to call the filters simultaneously. Another C++ file was added and incorporated with the TCL scenario script to act as a timer. The timer will fire every “x” seconds calling all the filters in the network to execute the next prediction.

3.2. Setup of NS-2 and MATLAB

To link the MATLAB libraries with the NS-2, we needed to setup the configuration of the NS-2 and modify some files of system. We also modified MATLAB files detailed below.

3.2.1. Modify .bashrc file

This configuration file provides user-definitions to command aliases and PATH for that user's bash shell. To run simulation, some library files and Tcl files have difference places. So we need to make a few aliases and some PATH modifications. This help that create an executable file for linking with .cpp/ .cc to see the Makefile.in additions.

```
MATLAB= /*matlab path here*/
export MATLAB
ARCH=glxnx64
export ARCH
LD_LIBRARY_PATH=$MATLAB/bin/$ARCH:
$MATLAB/sys/os/$ARCH:$LD_LIBRARY_PATH
export LD_LIBRARY_PATH
```

Figure 9. Modified .bashrc file.
3.2.2. Add MATLAB directories

This part describes how the MATLAB directory is setup which can be placed right into the NS-2.29 directory. This MATLAB directory is a copy directory from original MATLAB files.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>matlab/bin: This directory contains MATLAB library files as well as the c/matlab compilers. All these can be found under $MATLAB/bin.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bin/engopts.sh: The c/matlab compiler to link the MATLAB and c libraries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bin/mex: The mex compiler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bin/glnxa64: Contains all the underlying MATLAB library files (.so)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>matlab/extern: This directory contains the MATLAB include files. All these files can be found under $MATLAB/extern.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>extern/include: Contains all the header files needed to run the MATLAB engine.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 10. MATLAB directories to add into NS-2.

3.2.3. Modify Makefile.in

This part describes the additions that are needed in the Makefile.in for NS-2.29 source. After changing the file, a “./configure” will need to be performed to re-configure the new Makefile. Once this has been completed the “make” command will recompile all the code and link the MATLAB libraries. The modified sections of the MAkefile.in will go through to the Makefile to update.
The MATLAB include folder as well as the MATLAB directory have .h files that need to be included

```
INCLUDES = \n    -I. \n    @V_INCLUDES@ \n    -I./wpan \n    -I./matlab/extern/include -I./matlab \n```

The MATLAB library files are in the bin/glnxa64. In order to link the libraries the “–lm @LIBS@ -lmx -lmex -lmat –leng” line is needed. This will link with the MATLAB engine, matrix, and Mex libraries.

```
LIB = \n    @V_LIBS@ \n    @V_LIB@ \n    @V_LIB@ -L./matlab/bin/glnxa64 \n    -lm @LIBS@ -lmx -lmex -lmat -leng \n    # -L@libdir@ \n```

The object files need to be under the OBJ_CC section. We have added kalmanFilter, kalmanFilter-drop-tail, and KFTimer

```
OBJ_CC = \n    common/scheduler.o common/object.o common/packet.o \n    wpan/p802_15_4trace.o wpan/p802_15_4transac.o \n    matlab/kalmanFilter.o queue/kalmanFilter-drop-tail.o \n    queue/KFTimer.o \n    @V_STLOBJ@ \n```

Figure 11. Modified Makefile.in.

3.3. Implement ported into NS-2

As described in section 3.1.2, KFTimer class incorporated with the TCL scenario script to act as a timer. The function predictionLoop() in this class call the function updatePrediction() from kalmanFilter-drop-tail for every “x” prediction times to execute the next prediction. The outline of the flow of the function is following.
Shown in Figure 12, kalmanFilter-drop-tail.cc make kalmanFilterDropTail class that operates like DropTail queue. This class defined the activity of queue like input of queue or output of queue, but in this modified kalmanFilterDropTail queue is added function to send network information to kalmanFilter class. The KalmanFilter class makes memory space for MATLAB variables, initialize the variables in MATLAB and send current queue size and simulation time to kalmanfilter.m that is MATLAB file implemented by Stuckey. Kalmanfilter.m calculates the future queue size with Kalman filter theory and reply to kalmanFilter class.
3.3.1. KFTimer Class

This section describes more detail KFTimer class. The following figure is the detail description about C++ file was added and incorporated with the TCL scenario script to act as a timer.

```cpp
/* KFTimer.cc
 * This is the KFTimer class that will be instantiated in the tcl script to
 * act as an internal timer to call the kalman filter MATLAB code.
 */
#include "KFTimer.h"

//Constructor:
static class KFTimerClass : public TclClass {
public:
    KFTimerClass() : TclClass("KFTimer") {}
    TclObject* create(int, const char*const*) {
        return (new KFTimer());
    }
} class_KFTimer;

/* Method to interface with tcl through command line. After instantiating
 * the KFTimer in the tcl we can perform this method.
 * "predict" = call the predict loop method to run all the MATLAB
 * engines for each of the queues
 */
int KFTimer::command(int argc, const char*const* argv) {
    if (argc==2) {
        if (strcmp(argv[1], "predict") == 0) {
            predictLoop();
            return (TCL_OK);
        }
    }
    return Connector::command(argc, argv);
}

/* Loop through the kalman filter drop tail queues to perform the update
 * prediction method which calls the MATLAB engine
 */
void KFTimer::predictLoop() {
    for(int i = 0; i<(int)qList.size(); i++) {
        qList[i]->updatePrediction();
    }
}
```

Figure 13. The code of KFTimer Class.
3.3.2. KalmanFilter-drop-tail Class

KalmanFilter-drop-tail class is almost same as the drop tail queue. Like drop tail queue, this KalmanFilter-drop-tail queue drop the packet when the queue would overflow. The following figure is the modified part from the drop tail queue.

```cpp
/*
 * KalmanFilter-drop-tail.cc
 * This is the KalmanFilter-drop-tail class that defined the act of queue.
 * And by the KFTimer class, this queue send the network information to
 * Kalman filter class
 */

void KalmanFilterDropTail::updatePrediction(){
    kf->receive_packet(q_->length(), Scheduler::instance().clock());
}
```

Figure 14. The function updatePrediction() of KalmanFilter-drop-tail Class.

Every “x” second, the KFTimer class calls the function updatePrediction() of the KalmanFilter-drop-tail class. The function updatePrediction() call the function receive_packet() of the kalmanFilter class. When the kalmanFilter class is called, the current queue size and simulation time is sent as the network information to kalmanfilter class.

3.3.3. KalmanFilter Class

KalmanFilter class is key class to incorporate NS-2 and MATLAB. In this class, the many variables are ready and are initialized for the MATLAB. The following figure is the detailed description about kalmanFilter class calling the MATLAB function.
Figure 15. The key functions of kalmanFilter Class.

This kalmanFilter class receives the output data (predicted queue size) from MATLAB function and makes unique output txt file. In this output txt file, it stores by
the order as current time, current queue size, future time and future queue size. Therefore we can know the performance of Stuckey’s theory by comparing the current queue size and predicted queue size in this txt file.

3.4. Validation

To validate the model of NS-2 like queues and links provided, we need to make a simple queue model that consisted only of the NS-2 network object. The model will verify under ideal conditions that exactly match the input traffic assumptions made during the development of the Stuckey’s model. Then, the network queueing model will be verified by a more detailed network simulation that involves complex models of network hardware operating under ideal traffic situations.

Next, to check that NS-2 code can call the MATLAB engine, we made a test function. This function just prints a simple message that is received from the MATLAB code. We know that communication occurred between NS-2 and MATLAB as soon as we see the message printed to the screen. So if we have some problem with NS-2 and MATLAB, we can see error message.

By testing operation between NS-2 and MATLAB with above method, we can verify the communication between NS-2 and MATLAB but, this cannot verify the result from the calculation that NS-2 call the MATLAB engine to predict the queue size. So, we will make other input data that is network information sent to MATLAB engine by the NS-2, and calculate the predicted queue size with MATLAB program and the MATLAB function that is implemented by the Kalman filter. Finally, we can verify to compare the
result made by communication between NS-2 and MATLAB, and the result calculated by only MATLAB program.

Last, the formula of the extended Kalman filter does not need to verify the exactness because we use the same MATLAB file implemented by Stuckey. The formula is verified by the Stuckey’s thesis [15].

3.5. Evaluation

To validate the stochastic control scheme, we make multiple computer network scenarios. To validate Kalman filter that is called by NS-2 with MATLAB, we make simple network, has simple nodes to estimate network state and to regulate queue size. We run these models to validate with multiple types of network traffics and varying time to add verification.

3.5.1. Type of Traffic

In this research, we chose several types of network traffic like Constant bit rate (CBR), Exponential, Pareto and Poisson. These traffic models represent real network data flow. And these traffic models are defined by TrafficGenerator with NS-2.

3.5.1.1. CBR Traffic

In NS-2, the CBR traffic generator generates traffic according to a deterministic rate. Packets are constant size. In ATM networks, voice traffic is usually represented as CBR traffic [7]. To verify under more network situation, we will vary the configuration of CBR traffic. In CBR traffic, we will derive two situations from the queue. The first situation is the utilization ($\rho$) is more than one and the queue size will increase infinitely.
Another situation is the utilization ($\rho$) is less than one and the queue size will stay under the queue limit. Basically the sending rate is five packets/second and service rate is 5.88 packets/second. This is chosen as a reasonable rate and used in Stuckey’s thesis.

As described in Section 2.5.1, CBR traffic generator has five configuration variables of CBR traffic. But in this simulation, we will change only two configuration variables: sending rate and packet size. This is because other configuration variables do not effect this simulation or are mutually exclusive from these two variables. Table 7 shows the detail specification for testing the simulation.

Table 7. The configuration variables of CBR traffic.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Default</th>
<th>Setting Value</th>
<th>Test Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>rate_</td>
<td>448 Kbit/sec</td>
<td>7500 bits/sec</td>
<td>7300,7400,7500,7600,7700 bits/sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>interval_</td>
<td>1 sec</td>
<td>Default</td>
<td>Default</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>packetSize_</td>
<td>210 bit</td>
<td>1500 bits</td>
<td>1300,1400,1500,1600,1700 bits/sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>random_</td>
<td>Off</td>
<td>Off</td>
<td>Off</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maxpkts_</td>
<td>$2^{28}$ packets</td>
<td>Default</td>
<td>Default</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As described above, packet size and arrival rate is setting for the utilization is less than one.

3.5.1.2. Exponential Traffic

Exponential traffic generator generates traffic according to an Exponential distribution. Packets are sent at a fixed rate during “on” periods, and no packets are sent during “off” periods. Both “on” and “off” periods are taken from an exponential
distribution. Basically, we keep the utilization ($\rho$) less than one. This is because the average number of queue size will increase infinitely as $\rho \to 1$. Therefore we choose a utilization of 0.85 to load the queue sufficiently in order to provide a reasonable response. Like above section CBR, sending rate is five packets/second and service rate is 5.88 packets/second as Stuckey’s thesis.

As described in Section 2.5.2, Exponential traffic generator has four configuration variables however in this simulation, we will change this two configuration variables and measure the influence of this changing. Burst time and idle time is the average time about “On/Off” for generating the packets. So we will keep the default value for this burst time and idle time. The following Table 8 is the detail specification for testing simulation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Default</th>
<th>Setting Value</th>
<th>Test Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>packetSize_</td>
<td>210 bit</td>
<td>1500 bits</td>
<td>1300,1400,1500,1600,1700 bits/sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>burst_time_</td>
<td>0.5 sec</td>
<td>0.7 sec</td>
<td>Not change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>idle_time_</td>
<td>0.5 sec</td>
<td>0.3 sec</td>
<td>Not change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rate_</td>
<td>64 Kbit/sec</td>
<td>7500 bits/sec</td>
<td>7300,7400,7500,7600,7700 bits/sec</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.5.1.3. Pareto Traffic

Pareto traffic generator can be used to generate traffic like Web traffic. This generator like Exponential traffic sends packets at a fixed rate during “on” periods, and no packets are sent during “off” periods. Therefore, like Exponential traffic’s configuration, we will choose a utilization of 0.85, sending rate is five packets/second and service rate is 5.88 packets/second. Also, burst time and idle time will use default values. The Pareto traffic generator has specific parameter “shape” that influences the Pareto distribution. But we use default values for “shape”, because we will test the same
simulation as other traffic generator and “shape” parameter does not influence the simulation performance if we use the same value for all tests. We will change the value of packet size, sending rate. Following Table 9 is the detail specification for testing simulation.

Table 9. The configuration variables of Pareto traffic.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Default</th>
<th>Setting Value</th>
<th>Test Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>packetSize_</td>
<td>210 bit</td>
<td>1500 bits</td>
<td>1300,1400,1500,1600,1700 bits/sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>burst_time_</td>
<td>500 msec</td>
<td>0.7 sec</td>
<td>Not change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>idle_time_</td>
<td>500 msec</td>
<td>0.3 sec</td>
<td>Not change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rate_</td>
<td>64 Kbit/sec</td>
<td>7500 bits/sec</td>
<td>7300,7400,7500,7600,7700 bits/sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shape_</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>Default</td>
<td>Default</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.5.1.4. Poisson Traffic

Poisson traffic generator is not directly supported by NS-2. In the NS-2 manual, it describes the way to generate Poisson traffic with Exponential traffic generator [25]. But Exponential traffic generator does not generate Poisson traffic reasonably. And we will use Poisson traffic generator made by Kostas Pentikousis [18]. This is a patch for Poisson traffic made by an individual. We set the traffic configuration like Exponential. We chose a utilization of 0.85, sending rate is five packets/second and service rate is 5.88 packets/second. Also, we change the value of two configurations like other traffic generator: packet size and sending rate. Table 10 shows the detail specification for testing the simulation.

Table 10. The configuration variables of Poisson traffic.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Default</th>
<th>Setting Value</th>
<th>Test Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>rate_</td>
<td>1 Mbit/sec</td>
<td>7500 bits/sec</td>
<td>7300,7400,7500,7600,7700 bits/sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>interval_</td>
<td>1 sec</td>
<td>Default</td>
<td>Default</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>packetSize_</td>
<td>500 Byte</td>
<td>1500 bits</td>
<td>1300,1400,1500,1600,1700 bits/sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maxpkts_</td>
<td>$2^{28}$ packets</td>
<td>Default</td>
<td>Default</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.5.2. Prediction Time

Stuckey estimates past network information and propagates that to the present network state; however, our modified NS-2 Kalman filter uses the present data to predict the future network state. The difference is shown in the Figure 16 and Figure 17.

![Figure 16. Estimate of queue size in packets overlaid on the actual queue size values, 100 second sample period, grey line: actual queue size, overlaid black dashed line: Kalman filter estimate [15].](image1)

![Figure 17. Prediction of queue size in packets overlaid on the actual queue size values, 100 second sample period, grey line: actual queue size, overlaid black dashed line: Kalman filter estimate [15].](image2)

The Figure 16 graph is described as Stuckey’s method; he had more interest in the work of the Kalman filter than predictive ability of the Kalman filter. He discussed the predictive ability of the Kalman filter like Figure 17. However he used to validate his
thesis with the graph in Figure 17. Therefore we will use simple network model to predict
the queue size because we have more interest in the predictive ability of the Kalman
filter.

To develop this model to validate the stochastic scheme, we predict in multiple
future time intervals. This is because we need to know what prediction time is most
effective when we predict with Kalman filter. In this research, we predict for 10, 20, 30,
40, 50 and 100 second samples to predict future network states. This prediction time is
similar time as Stuckey validates his theory with OPNET model.

3.5.3. Simulation Scenarios

We will test with three scenarios to validate Stuckey’s stochastic control scheme,
some network scenarios models were designed as referenced with Stuckey’s OPNET
model. 1) To verify NS-2 code calls MATLAB function, we made a simple network
model, and with this simple network model, we can check validation of the Kalman filter
that it works with NS-2. 2) Another network model is mixed traffic model to present real
network situation. Like real network. This network model has many nodes, links and
traffics. 3) Last model is simple feedback controller. In this scenario, controller model
estimate network state and regulates queue size.

3.5.3.1. Simple Network Estimator Model

This model is simple model to test validation of the Kalman filter with NS-2 and
MATLAB. For this validation, we will try to check the cooperation between NS-2 and
MATLAB as described previous section. Then, we will validate the Kalman filter model
under various network situations. This model will be able to verify the Kalman filter
work; in addition, we can know the performance of the Kalman filter under various network traffic types.

This scenario has one source node and one sink node. In Figure 18, n1 is the traffic generator node and n0 is the sink node. The source node has own network traffic model and queue model. This traffic model is described as previous section and is attached to UDP traffic to transfer. This network traffic model has different traffic packet size, interval time, traffic rate and type of queue as described previous section to verify the Kalman filter. The sink node is just provided as destination of this network. This scenario is designed from Stuckey’s OPNET model of the simple queueing system [15].

Figure 18. Integrated simple network model.

3.5.3.2. Mixed Network Estimator Model

This model is mixed network model to test validation of the Kalman filter under imaginary real network. For this validation, we will test the performance of the Kalman filter model under multiple traffic sources like real network. This model also will be able to verify the Kalman filter work; in addition, we can know where the best performance of the Kalman filter is attached different place in this model.
This scenario has multiple nodes to generate the traffic. Each node has its own traffic generator that has specific traffic characteristics. As shown in Figure 19, many nodes and links are mixed and they have their own traffic type. In this model, only one node is sink node. Each node does simple routing on the base of the distance vector. This scenario is designed from Stuckey’s OPNET model of the mixed traffic network [15].

3.5.3.3. Simple Controller Model

This model is simple controller model to test the work of queueing controller with Kalman filter. For this validation, we will test the performance of controller model under simple network. This model will be able to verify the Kalman filter work; in addition, we can know how the performance of queue is improved by the Kalman filter controller.

This scenario is similar as the simple network estimator model except using feedback controller model. As shown in Figure 20, the dashed lines are statistic lines that report the queue size and queue arrival rate to the source. With this report, the controller
controls the traffic source to regulate the service. That is, this controller predicts the future network state – queue size – with Kalman filter and control packet arrival rate of the source. This scenario is designed from Stuckey’s simple controller model [15].

Figure 20. Integrated feedback controller model.

3.6. Summary

In this chapter, method for validation of porting into NS-2 is developed. And the various models are developed to verify the performance of Kalman filter estimator and controller under ideal real network. In these models, we chose type of traffic, packet size, traffic rate and prediction time. These network configuration help to add the validation for Stuckey’s stochastic theory. The performances of these designs are explored in the following chapter.
IV. Result

4.1. Introduction

This chapter presents the result of the validation of our stochastic control scheme designed with a Kalman filter. For this validation, we designed models in chapter III and, we validate cooperation of NS-2 and MATLAB. We describe the details of the model implementations and results to validate stochastic scheme.

4.2. Validation

As described in Section 3.4, in this section, we validated the NS-2 with two parts. First, we validated the network model developed by NS-2. The second, we validated the cooperation between NS-2 and MATLAB.

4.2.1. Validation of NS-2 models

First of all, to validate the queue model in NS-2, we designed the same network model as Stuckey’s validation model. However, Stuckey used the OPNET model and we will use the NS-2 model. We chose a utilization of 0.85 to load the queue sufficiently in order to provide a reasonable dynamic response. A sending rate of five packets/second was chosen as a reasonable sending rate, resulting in a service rate of 5.88 packets/second. This all configuration figure is same as Stuckey’s model.

Figure 21 is the ideal result under above network configuration that is under $\rho = 0.85$ and $\mu = 5.88$ packets/second.
Figure 21. The theoretical expected queue size is shown for a utilization of 0.85 [15].

To validate this model, Stuckey used the network simulation tool OPNET modeler version 11.5 and we use the NS-2 tool version 2.29. Figure 22 and Figure 23 shows the design of the simple queueing model for this validation. Figure 23 is represents the queueing model in NS-2 with visualization tool NAM [14].

Figure 22. OPNET model to validate the queueing model [15].

Figure 23. NS-2 model to validate the queueing model shown in NAM.
This validation model consists of a source node, a sink node and queue. A source node generates Poisson traffic with exponentially distributed packet sizes and a sink node just receives these packets. The queue services each bit of the received traffic at a constant rate, which is due to the exponentially distributed packet size, and this results in an exponential service rate. The mean packet size is 1500 bytes. The service rate of the queue was set to 70,588 bits/second in order to match the service rate of 5.88 packets/second with a utilization of 0.85 as shown in Figure 21.

Figure 24. The number of packets contained in the queue is shown for a single simulation run of the simple queue model with a utilization of .85 and service rate of 5.88 packets/second in OPNET [15].

Figure 25. The number of packets contained in the queue is shown for a single simulation run of the simple queue model with a utilization of .85 and service rate of 5.88 packets/second in NS-2.
Figure 24 and Figure 25 display the results from a single run of the validation model in each NS-2 and OPNET. The results can vary greatly for different runs using different random seed values to generate the Poisson traffic. As a result, the output graphs of OPNET and NS-2 are not matched precisely because of the effect from a different random seed, however the form of the graphs are similar. To compare the results obtained to the expected value results shown in Figure 21 properly, a Monte Carlo analysis was conducted using multiple seed values.

To compare typical queue behavior to the theoretical calculations, an eleven run Monte Carlo analysis was performed. As shown in Figure 26, the mean and one standard deviation confidence bounds of the queue size are calculated automatically by OPNET tool. The NS-2 does not have the ability to calculate with Monte Carlo analysis and so we used Excel to calculate the mean with output of NS-2 [6] [13].

Notice that the mean value of Figure 26 and Figure 27 matches very closely with the ideal results shown in Figure 21. As described above the individual results will not be predicted precisely, however the mean of many runs match the calculated ideal value closely. The results from OPNET and NS-2 validate that the expected queue size is correct under ideal conditions. Also we can trust the NS-2 queueing model by this validation.

![Figure 26. Eleven-run Monte Carlo results obtained from the simple queue model with a utilization of .85 and a service rate of 5.88 packets/second in OPNET [15].](image)
4.2.2. Validation of cooperation between NS-2 and MATLAB

Next we will validate the cooperation between NS-2 and MATLAB. As described above, the Kalman filter is written by the MATLAB, and the NS-2 code called the MATLAB engine to calculate the predicted queue size. We can check this validation with the test suite support provided by the NS-2 simulation. The NS-2 distribution contains many test suites under ~ns/tcl/test, which are used by validation programs (~ns/validate, validatewired, validate-wireless, and validate.win32) to verify that the installation of the NS-2 is correct. This is because we modified and added new modules to the NS-2, and we can run the validation programs to make sure that our changes do not affect other parts in the NS-2.

Figure 28 Test suite support provided by NS-2 simulation.
However, this checking does not verify the correctness of results from cooperation between NS-2 and MATLAB. Therefore we made output data that has only actual queue size as described in Section 3.4. The Kalman Filter class makes an output data file with actual queue size and predicted queue size calculated by the MATLAB engine in Section 3.3.3. We extract only the actual queue size from this output data file. Now with this set of actual queue size, we input MATLAB code to predict queue size. Comparing the result from the NS-2 simulation and the result that is calculated by MATLAB directly, we can check whether the NS-2 calls the MATLAB engine and calculates correctly or not.

Table 11. Compare the result from the NS-2 simulation and MATLAB.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>NS-2 call MATLAB</th>
<th>MATLAB directly</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Actual queue</td>
<td>Predicted queue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>201</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 11 shows a perfect match with the result from NS-2 and MATLAB. This validates that the network information is sent from the NS-2 to the MATLAB engine and MATLAB engine calculates to predict queue size correctly.
4.3. Result of Simple Network Estimator Model

Stuckey’s primary goal was to generate an accurate estimate of queue size [15]. The measurement data was generated by the mixed traffic OPNET simulation. The current queue size in this model was sampled and the data file was manually transferred to MATLAB. In MATLAB, Stuckey added noise with a variance of $R = 10$ to the sampled data to simulate the measurement uncertainty as a real network. This measurement uncertainty is due to the lack of a global time reference. Because the measurement time is not known exactly, the noise of measurement is directly influenced by the accuracy of the clocks in the real network. An $R = 10$ was estimated by Stuckey to provide this measurement noise. In our simulation, we used the same noise variance to provide the measurement uncertainty.

We need to talk about another variance to achieve the best performance of the Kalman filter. This is the $Q_d$ variance (matrix) that tunes the filter properly. To obtain a proper estimate, the filter must be tuned and this is done by adjusting $Q_d$ in an iterative manner until the best performance is achieved. Initially, when the sample rate was set to 10 seconds, Stuckey found a proper tuned variance with a matrix of $Q_d = \begin{bmatrix} 20 & 0 \\ 0 & 0.01 \end{bmatrix}$. In our simulation, this sample rate is equal to prediction time. This is because with network information for sample rate, we calculated the queue size after this sample rate as prediction time. Therefore we used the same tuned variance $Q_d$ to simulate our models.

Figure 29 shows the estimate queue by Stuckey with these variances. The estimate is overlaid on the actual queue size value. And Figure 30 is the estimated queue by our simulation with the same method and variance.
Figure 29. Estimate of queue size in packets overlaid on the actual queue size values by Stuckey’s OPNET [15], 10 second sample period, grey line: actual queue size, overlaid black dashed line: Kalman filter estimate.

Figure 30. Estimate of queue size in packets overlaid on the actual queue size values by NS-2, 10 second sample period, grey line: actual queue size, overlaid black dashed line: Kalman filter estimate.

Of course, the shapes of these two resulting graphs are different. This is because of the burstiness of the Poisson traffic and the differences of model between the OPNET and NS-2. Therefore we need to notice how the estimate of queue size follows the actual
queue size. Both of them are provided by the network estimator with Kalman filter and do a very good job following the actual queue size. With these results, we can know the accuracy of estimator of Kalman filter and also we can validate that ported Kalman filter into NS-2 with MATLAB. That is, the graph shown in Figure 30 verifies the simulation work within Kalman filter within NS-2.

Next we ran the simulation with sample rate 100 seconds to see the effect of reducing the sample rate. The iterative filter tuning procedure described earlier was conducted and Stuckey chose $Q_d = \begin{bmatrix} 30 & 0 \\ 0 & 0.01 \end{bmatrix}$ to obtained best performance. Also he used the same noise variance $R = 10$. The following Figure 31 and Figure 32 show the result of this simulation and our simulation with the same variances as Stuckey’s.

![Figure 31](image.png)

Figure 31. Estimate of queue size in packets overlaid on the actual queue size values by Stuckey’s OPNET [15], 100 second sample period, grey line: actual queue size, overlaid black dashed line: Kalman filter estimate.
Figure 32. Estimate of queue size in packets overlaid on the actual queue size values by NS-2, 100 second sample period, grey line: actual queue size, overlaid black dashed line: Kalman filter estimate.

As described in Figure 29 and Figure 30 graph with sample rate 10 second, even at a much reduced sample rate, the Kalman filter estimates the queue size adequately. It is obvious to increase difference between the actual queue size and the predicted queue size. However with the 10 second sample rate, the estimate of queue size does follow the actual queue size. This also verifies the simulation works with Kalman filter within NS-2.

4.3.1. Type of Traffic

Until now, we discuss the work within Kalman filter in Stuckey’s thesis. The accuracy and the estimate of Kalman filter but from now on we discuss the predictive ability of Kalman filter. As described in Chapter III, we tested several models by the type of network traffic. This is because the real network has very many traffic types. As a result, we tested four types of traffic: Exponential, CBR, Poisson and Pareto. Each type of traffic has a specific character that is represented character of real network. The
The purpose of this simulation is to know the difference of prediction with Kalman filter by the type of the network traffic.

To run this simulation, we used simple network estimator model described in Section 3.5.3.1 and also used the same variance described earlier (R, Qd). Then each configuration of each traffic type described in Section 3.5.1 was chosen. The following graphs are the results showing the difference of prediction by the different type of the network traffic.

Figure 33. Estimate of queue size by the type of CBR traffic. 10 second sample period, rate: 7500 bits/sec, packet size: 1500 bits, grey line: actual queue size, overlaid black dashed line: Kalman filter estimate.

Figure 34. Estimate of queue size by the type of Exponential traffic. 10 second sample period, rate: 10000 bits/sec, packet size: 1500 bits, grey line: actual queue size, overlaid black dashed line: Kalman filter estimate.
Figure 35. Estimate of queue size by the type of Pareto traffic. 10 second sample period, rate: 10000 bits/sec, packet size: 1500 bits, grey line: actual queue size, overlaid black dashed line: Kalman filter estimate.

Figure 36. Estimate of queue size by the type of Poisson traffic. 10 second sample period, rate: 7500 bits/sec, packet size: 1500 bits, grey line: actual queue size, overlaid black dashed line: Kalman filter estimate.

These graphs are shown estimate of queue size by the type of traffic. The dashed line is the prediction queue size and the grey line is actual queue size. All graphs of the estimate to predict queue size did well in following the actual queue size as describe earlier. One problem is the initial difficulty in predicting from zero start. In NS-2 with MATLAB, if the actual queue size is less than predicted queue size, the Kalman filter calculated the predicted queue size with zero actual queue size is 6.68198 packets. On the other side, if the actual queue size is greater than predicted queue size, the Kalman filter
calculated normally like OPNET. As a result, except the initial increase in predicted queue size, the Kalman filter adequately follows the form of the actual size. Table 12 shows the results by statistical method.

Table 12. The statistic result by MSE, MAPE.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Traffic type</th>
<th>From 0 second</th>
<th></th>
<th>From 100 second</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MSE</td>
<td>MAPE</td>
<td>MSE</td>
<td>MAPE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBR (fig 33)</td>
<td>2.49</td>
<td>19.34 %</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>15.71 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exponential (fig 34)</td>
<td>4.76</td>
<td>41.64 %</td>
<td>3.99</td>
<td>40.07 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pareto (fig 35)</td>
<td>8.87</td>
<td>5.5 %</td>
<td>8.27</td>
<td>4.1 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poisson (fig 36)</td>
<td>25.07</td>
<td>44.25 %</td>
<td>25.26</td>
<td>41.03 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This Table 12 shows more distinctly the performance of the Kalman filter. In this result, the best performance of the different traffic types is CBR and Pareto traffic. CBR has the smallest error of MSE and has small MAPE with the second time. In MAPE, the Pareto showed the best performance. As shown in Figure 35, the predicted queue size was very good at following the actual queue size than others. MAPE is calculated by dividing by the standard value (predicted queue size), and the Pareto could show the best result in MAPE. But, in MSE the Pareto value had more queue size than CBR. Therefore the result of Pareto had more absolute error in MSE. However this is not enough to verify the performance of the Kalman filter. To have more validation, we tested this simulation with a Monte Carlo method. The following table is the statistic result from ten run simulations with exponential distribution packet size. The MSE and MAPE in this table are the average MSE and MAPE for the ten run simulations. And following graphs show the average actual and predicted queue size for ten run simulations.
Figure 37. Ten run Monte Carlo estimate of queue size by the traffic type. 10-second sample period, rate and packet size is same as above graphs, grey line: actual queue size, overlaid black dashed line: Kalman filter estimate, X-axis: queue size (packets), Y-axis: simulation time.

Table 13. Ten run Monte Carlo statistic result by MSE, MAPE.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Traffic type</th>
<th>From 0 second</th>
<th>From 100 second</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MSE</td>
<td>MAPE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBR</td>
<td>3.53</td>
<td>6.27 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exponential</td>
<td>4.01</td>
<td>10.31 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pareto</td>
<td>15.56</td>
<td>5.81 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poisson</td>
<td>23.17</td>
<td>10.3 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As discuss earlier, the best performance of the traffic type was the CBR and Pareto traffic. The CBR traffic has a simple traffic generator and is easy to predict future
size. Also, the CBR traffic does not have any burstiness, and the CBR traffic maintains queue size between zero and one, or increases infinitely as the same rate. Actually, the CBR traffic is able to be predicted without stochastic method. For these reasons, the Kalman filter predicted the CBR traffic very well. As a result the CBR traffic showed the good performance in MSE and MAPE.

In the case of Pareto traffic, the graph of one run simulation with Pareto traffic was simple than other graph (Exponential and Poisson). So, it was easy to predict the queue size by Kalman filter. Actually, with the naked eye the graph of Pareto traffic was best following the actual queue size. But, the Pareto traffic had much more traffic than other traffic type. In the MSE with absolute error, the Pareto traffic showed lower result than other traffics. However, it was true that the Pareto traffic had best performance in MAPE as shown Table 13.

Next performance of traffic type is Exponential traffic and lastly Poisson traffic. The Poisson had also large actual queue size and frequency, and as a result, it showed the lowest performance. The Exponential traffic was similar as the Poisson traffic but the Exponential traffic had less traffic than Poisson traffic and it had the less MSE.

Also we notice the initial errors that were described earlier. The initial error occurs in the small actual queue size. So Table 12 and Table 13 distinguish performance of the Kalman filter from initial error. The statistic result includes the initial error is calculated from zero but the other result without initial error is calculated form 100 second. Comparing these results, we can know that the performance of Kalman filter is increased without initial error. In case of Exponential traffic, its performance is increased 3.1 % and the Poisson traffic improved by 0.2 %. The Poisson traffic did not have any
improvement in Table 13 because it had more actual queue size regardless of the initial error.

Until now, we have discussed the performance of the different traffic. With this result, we can know the performance of the Kalman filter by the stochastic method. The Kalman filter has more efficiency when the actual queue size is small and has simple frequency. In this simulation, we found the best performance as the CBR and Pareto traffic. However, as with the network configuration, the other traffic type has better performance. Accordingly, the best performance is less important in this simulation. It is more important that we can predict the actual queue size under 4~10% relative error.
4.3.2. Prediction Time

As described in Chapter III, we tested the model designed with Kalman filter by changing prediction time. This prediction time is the sample rate to calculate future queue size with current network state information. So, we tested this model with Poisson traffic and prediction time is 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, and 100 sec.

Figure 38. Estimate of queue size by the type of Poisson traffic. 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 and 100 second sample period, rate: 7500 bits/sec, packet size: 1500 bits, grey line: actual queue size, overlaid black dashed line: Kalman filter estimate, X-axis: queue size (packets), Y-axis: simulation time.
These graphs show the result of changing prediction time. The red line is prediction queue size and the grey line is actual queue size. The actual queue size is estimated by designed queue and the predicted queue size is calculated by Kalman filter as described above. As shown in this Figure 38, the smaller the time that we predicted, the more accurate is the output that we can get. Following Table 14 is statistic result by MSE and MAPE by ten run Monte Carlo analysis.

Table 14. The ten run Monte Carlo statistic result by changing prediction time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Traffic Type</th>
<th>Prediction Time</th>
<th>MSE</th>
<th>MAPE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Poisson</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>23.17</td>
<td>10.31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td>66.43</td>
<td>11.77%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30</td>
<td>150.38</td>
<td>14.15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>40</td>
<td>216.11</td>
<td>17.61%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
<td>289.18</td>
<td>22.44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>579.65</td>
<td>26.25%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As shown in Table 14, the more prediction time we calculate queue size at, the more error is generated between actual queue size and predicted queue size. It is obvious that if we would predict a greater future queue size, we would have fewer samples and we could not calculate queue size accurately with Kalman filter. In MAPE, we can know that these differences between actual queue size and predicted queue size have 10 % ~ 26 % scale error. And in this Poisson traffic, we do not care about the initial error by NS-2. As mentioned previously, in this Poisson model the initial error does not have much effect.

In this section, we show that the performance of Kalman filter has better performance with small prediction time, and the estimate of queue size provided by the
Kalman filter with 10sec prediction time does a very good job of following the actual queue size. However the estimates of queue size over 50sec prediction time have greater difference as increasing prediction time. This is because it is impossible to predict a sudden change in queue size without measurements to indicate the changing actual queue size for prediction time. The following result is another validation for this result. Although the traffic type is changed, the result is same. The following graphs are the result by the type of Pareto traffic.

Figure 39. Estimate of queue size by the type of Pareto traffic. 10, 30, 50 and 100 second sample period, rate: 10000 bits/sec, packet size: 1500 bits, grey line: actual queue size, overlaid black dashed line: Kalman filter estimate, X-axis: queue size (packets), Y-axis: simulation time.

The result from these graphs is same as the result of the Poisson traffic. The only difference is that graphs of the Poisson traffic have more shape frequency than the
Pareto’s graphs. As a result, the prediction of the Pareto traffic is more efficient than the Poisson traffic. Also these Pareto’s graphs use the prediction time to distinguish the difference as the prediction time is increased.

Table 15. The statistic result by changing prediction time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Traffic Type</th>
<th>Prediction Time</th>
<th>MSE</th>
<th>MAPE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pareto</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8.87</td>
<td>5.84%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30</td>
<td>39.00</td>
<td>12.69%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
<td>95.23</td>
<td>19.94%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>150.98</td>
<td>14.57%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As shown in Table 15 and Figure 39, it is true that as the prediction time is increased, the performance of Kalman filter is decreased and the error is increased between actual queue size and predicted queue size. As a result, we can know the relationship between the performance and prediction time (or sample rate).

4.3.3. Packet Size

This section discusses the effect of queue size prediction by changing the packet size. The following graphs are the results made by changing the packet size. These graphs have the same configurations except for the packet size. The traffic type is Poisson. The packet size was changed by 100 bits. We wanted to know that in the high and low load network that has a big packet size, does the Kalman filter work well. This is because in Stuckey’s stochastic algorithm, he tried to improve the network by controlling the queue size. Here, the packet size has big influence with queue size.
Figure 40. Estimate of queue size by the type of Poisson traffic. 10 second sample period, rate: 10000 bits/sec, packet size: 1300 bits, 1400 bits, 1500 bits, 1600 bits, 1700 bits, grey line: actual queue size, overlaid black dashed line: Kalman filter estimate, X-axis: queue size (packets), Y-axis: simulation time.

These result graphs show the effect of the performance on the Kalman filter by changing the packet size. We notice that the graph is moved right by changing the packet size.
size. This is because it may need more time to process the increased packet size. The following graph shows this result.

![Graph showing queue size by packet size](image)

Figure 41. Actual queue size by the type of Poisson traffic. 10 second sample period, rate: 10000 bits/sec, packet size: 1300 bits, 1400 bits, 1500 bits, 1600 bits, 1700 bits.

Table 16. The statistic result by changing packet size.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Packet size</th>
<th>From 0 second</th>
<th>From 100 second</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MSE</td>
<td>MAPE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1300 bits</td>
<td>30.06</td>
<td>41.23 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1400 bits</td>
<td>25.73</td>
<td>40.77 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1500 bits</td>
<td>25.07</td>
<td>44.25 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1600 bits</td>
<td>22.23</td>
<td>45.23 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1700 bits</td>
<td>22.30</td>
<td>47.73 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As shown in Figure 41, all graphs of actual queue size are almost similar as others, however it looks as if the graph moves right. This effect is shown in Table 16, and
we can know that as the packet size increases, the performance of Kalman filter shows arising better tendency. Of course MAPE – relative error – does not show this tendency. Instead, the MAPE show the increasing. However it is true that absolute error is decreased as shown in MSE. This is because as the graph move right, the absolute error became decreased. However, this does influence the relative error on the contrary. This is because as the graph move right, existing graph expands, and the same relative error is expanded.

As a result, the packet size does not impact the prediction of queue size. As described earlier, the packet size influenced how many packets are stored in the queue but does not influence the estimate of queue size following the actual queue size.

4.3.4. Traffic Rate

The following topic is the sending rate of traffic. This section discusses the result of the predicted queue size by changing traffic rate. In NS-2, default measure of traffic rate is bit/sec, which is the sending bit per second time. The tested traffic type is Poisson traffic. The only traffic rate was changing by 100 bit/sec. We wanted to know that in the high traffic rate, whether the Kalman filter worked well or not. As described above section, like packet size, the traffic rate also has big influence on the network.

The result of traffic rate is similar as the result of packet size. The following Figure 42 and Table 17 is verified this result. One different thing is the contrary tendency. Here is suspected the falling tendency of performance in MSE as the traffic rate is increased and it is contrary in MAPE like result for packet size. This is shown in MSE; however like previous section, this hypothesis is not true. Actually the traffic rate also
does not impact the prediction of queue size. As the graphs move right by changing the packet size, the graphs move up by changing the traffic rate. This is because the queue size is increased as the more packets are arrived for a same time. This influences the absolute error with MSE but not the relative error with MAPE on the contrary as shown in Table 17. Like packet size, traffic rate can influence the actual queue size but cannot affect the Kalman filter performance directly.

Figure 42. Estimate of queue size by the type of Poisson traffic. 10 second sample period, rate: 9800, 9900, 10000, 11000, 12000 bits/sec, packet size: 1500 bits, grey line: actual queue size, overlaid black dashed line: Kalman filter estimate.

Table 17. The statistic result by changing packet size.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Traffic rate (sending)</th>
<th>From 0 second</th>
<th>From 100 second</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MSE</td>
<td>MAPE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9800 bits / sec</td>
<td>20.47</td>
<td>49.29 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9900 bits / sec</td>
<td>21.03</td>
<td>46.09 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10000 bits / sec</td>
<td>23.90</td>
<td>46.48 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11000 bits / sec</td>
<td>29.07</td>
<td>44.47 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12000 bits / sec</td>
<td>25.37</td>
<td>41.73 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.4. Result of Mixed Network Estimator Model

At the first time, Stuckey’s OPNET model of the mixed traffic network is designed from the Jackson theorem. The Jackson theorem states that, when a sufficient number of non-Poisson traffic streams are combined, they tend to become Poisson [15] [5]. So, Stuckey’s OPNET model was generated with multiple non-Poisson traffic. We made a NS-2 model to this OPNET model, shown in Figure 43. As described in Section 3.5.3.2, the all nodes were used to generate traffic without one sink node. Unlike the previous scenarios, all traffic has two different types: TCP and UDP type. Therefore, at any moment in time, the traffic distributions are dependent on many variables including the performance of the transport and routing protocols in the network. Table 18 shows the detailed traffic type used by each client. Each client is validated by Section 4.2.1 when the client is designed for simple network. A reasonable cross-section of various traffic types was chosen to represent a diverse mix. Client 2, which is located in the lower right of the network in Figure 43, acted as a server to the other clients.

![Figure 43. NS-2 model of the mixed traffic network.](image-url)
Table 18. Traffic type generated by each client.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Client</th>
<th>Traffic Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>CBR(constant bit rate) traffic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>TCP with FTP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Exponential traffic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Light Pareto traffic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Heavy Pareto traffic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>TCP with Telnet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Simple Sink (Server to other clients)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To validate the result of the mixing model, router 1 is attached to the Kalman filter queue. In this network, the average total number of packet received by router 1 is 7386 for ten run. The average number of packets received is 7.38 packets/second. The service rate of router 1 was set to correspond to a utilization of 0.85 as described above. The following graph is obtained by the NS-2 model.

Figure 44. Estimate of queue size of router 1 by the mixed traffic model. 10 second sample period, grey line: actual queue size, overlaid black dashed line: Kalman filter estimate.
We notice that the estimate of queue size provided by the network estimator does follow the actual queue size like the simple model. Of course, while not perfect, the Kalman filter performed well in predicting the actual queue size. This result is similar with the simple model except the mixed traffic model has more of traffic. To validate the performance of Kalman filter under mixed traffic, a ten run Monte Carlo analysis was performed. And as described in the Jackson theorem, this combined traffic tends to become Poisson traffic. So we performed the Poisson traffic model to compare mixed traffic network. This Poisson traffic has the same amount of traffic as the mixed traffic network model. Table 19 shows the statistical result for this.

Table 19. The statistic result by ten run mixed network and Poisson model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>From 0 second</th>
<th>From 100 second</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MSE</td>
<td>MAPE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed network</td>
<td>77.36</td>
<td>47.51 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poisson</td>
<td>91.21</td>
<td>79.72 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As shown in Table 19, the MSE and MAPE are more than the result of simple network model. This is because the amount of traffic is increased significantly. The Poisson traffic model of Table 19 is modified to generate a same amount of traffic with mixed network model. Although the total error of models is increased, this is natural when we think about the traffic amount increased in the network. It is also natural that Poisson traffic model has the more error than mixed network. This is because the Poisson traffic model has very high traffic rate and packet size to match the traffic amount at mixed network model. As a result, we can know the performance of the Kalman filter under mixed traffic network and we can also compare the performance of the Kalman
filter with Poisson traffic under the same traffic condition. The performance is not as good as the simple model but we can predict the actual queue size with 47% relative error.

4.4.1. The Placement of Kalman Filter

In this section, we discuss about the placement of Kalman filter. This is the reason why the performance is changed as the placement of Kalman filter under a complicated network. To test this performance, we use the same model as with the mixed network model. This is more similar to a real network. The end of the real network consists of the router and the client is attached at the router. In this model, we tested three placements of Kalman filter: the source part, the combined part and the sink part. The source part is like a simple network estimator model. The Kalman filter queue is attached at the source node. The combined part is easy to think of as router1 in Figure 43, where all the traffic from the source is combined in this node. The Kalman filter queue is attached at the output of this node. The sink part is also easy to think of as router2 in Figure 43, this is last node to arrive at the sink node. The Kalman filter queue is attached at the outgoing of the last router before it arrives at the sink.

The following Figure 45, Figure 46, and Figure 47 are the graphs obtained by the mixed network model. Figure 46 is the graph of the combined part and Figure 47 is the graph of the sink part. The Figure 45 is source part of the graph for Poisson traffic. The other graphs of the source part can be referenced by the result graph of the type of traffic in the simple network estimator model (Section 3.5.1). As seen in these graphs, the queue size of the combined part is more than others. Basically, all predicted queue size is good at following the actual queue size. All the configuration of this section is the same as the previous section.
Figure 45. Estimate of queue size by the source part for Poisson traffic. 10 second sample period, grey line: actual queue size, overlaid black dashed.

Figure 46. Estimate of queue size by the combined part. 10 second sample period, grey line: actual queue size, overlaid black dashed.

Figure 47. Estimate of queue size by the sink part. 10 second sample period, grey line: actual queue size, overlaid black dashed.
To validate the performance for the placement of Kalman filter, a ten run Monte Carlo analysis was performed. The following Table 20 is the statistic results for this Monte Carlo analysis. In table, the source part is average MSE and MAPE for all source traffic.

Table 20. The statistic result by ten run for placement of Kalman filter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Placement</th>
<th>From 0 second</th>
<th>From 100 second</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MSE</td>
<td>MAPE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source</td>
<td>11.57</td>
<td>8.17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined</td>
<td>77.36</td>
<td>47.51%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sink</td>
<td>11.60</td>
<td>17.89%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As shown in Table 20, the best performance of placement for Kalman filter is the source part. The worst performance is combined part. In the case of the source part, it has a small error in MSE, but some traffic source generated frequency traffic because of burstiness and characteristic of traffic type. Therefore the graph of the source part is more complicated than the sink part. As a result, the source part has more MAPE than the sink part. The combined part is found to have the worst performance; this is because all traffic is combined in this part and the total traffic is increased rapidly. Accordingly the MAPE and MSE are increased by the combined traffic. Moreover, this combined traffic tends to become Poisson traffic and is different from the simple traffic like CBR. It is one reason why the error is increased.

As analyzed above, the different placement of the Kalman filter has different efficiency for performance of Kalman filter. Consequently, we need to choose the placement of the Kalman filter for the best efficiency. In general, it is good to choose the
source or sink part that has a smaller error than other. Although we chose the combined part to place the Kalman filter, we can expect under approximately 47% relative error.

4.5. Result of Simple Controller Model

A controller model was designed based on the nonlinear stochastic controller theory by Stuckey. In this model, this controller was implemented in MATLAB and the simple OPNET model used to test the controller described in Section 2.7.4. Our model is designed in Section 3.5.3.3. As described in this section, the queue model was modified to control the arrival rate to the source. The source model was modified so that the sending rate was changed by the queue. Like the simple network estimator, this controller works between NS-2 and MATLAB through the co-simulation interface. In the simple network estimator, the queue calculated the queue size and in this case, the queue calculated the sending rate –traffic rate – to regulate the queue.

In the controller model, it has the tuning parameters like \( Q_d \) of the network estimator model. These parameters are \( X_{11} \), \( X_{22} \), \( X_{33} \), and \( U \). Multiple simulations were conducted to understand the effect on the performance of the controller by Stuckey. As a result, the weights \( X_{11} \) and \( X_{22} \) correspond to the importance of maintaining the states at the nominal values; the weight \( X_{33} \) corresponds to the importance of minimizing the regulation error, and the weight \( U \) corresponds to the importance of minimizing control action [15]. These parameters have the same effect on the performance of the controller in the NS-2 model, but the \( X_{11} \) and \( X_{22} \) had more error than in the OPNET model. In the OPNET model, the queue size is maintained at the same value with \( X_{22} \). In the NS-2 model, the queue size is changed by changing the \( X_{22} \).
Another important setpoint is \( y_d \). This calculates the constant like \( \tilde{G}_c \) and \( E \) at the beginning of the simulation. In Stuckey’s OPNET model, the setpoint was set purposely low, because small queue sizes are more difficult to maintain accurately. In this simulation, we chose the same set point 3.125 as in the Stuckey model. The parameter \( U \) was important with \( X_{33} \). In the OPNET model, the \( U \) to \( X_{33} \) ratio of 1000 was found to provide adequate results. In the NS-2 model, the same ratio shown to have the best result of performance. The simulations were performed for 1000 seconds of simulated time with a queue service rate of 7500 bits/second.
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Figure 48. Actual queue size by the Poisson traffic. 10 second sample period, grey line: actual queue size.

![Figure 49](image2.png)

Figure 49. Actual queue size controlled by the controller model. Poisson traffic, 10 second sample period, grey line: actual queue size.
As shown in Figure 48 and Figure 49, the actual queue size distributed by Poisson traffic was controlled by the controller model with the nonlinear stochastic controller. However, this graph was not enough to compare the performance of the controller. A 30 run Monte Carlo analysis was conducted. The following graph (Figure 50) shows the result of a 30 run Monte Carlo analysis and the result by the OPNET.

Figure 50. Simple network queue controller results by OPNET [15], \( y_d = 3.125; X_{11} = 1, X_{22} = 1, X_{33} = 1 \), and \( U = 1000 \), 30-run Monte Carlo analysis, black line: mean, gray lines: mean plus or minus one standard deviation.

Figure 51. Simple network queue controller results by NS-2, \( y_d = 3.125; X_{11} = 1, X_{22} = 1, X_{33} = 1 \), and \( U = 1000 \), 30-run Monte Carlo analysis, black line: mean, gray lines: mean plus or minus one standard deviation.
As shown in Figure 50 and Figure 51, the mean line was maintained following the setpoint $y_d$. However in NS-2 the mean of the queue size was 4.1 packets and this was more than the setpoint 3.125 packets. Moreover, the deviation of the NS-2 was more than the OPNET model. The standard deviation of the NS-2 model was maximum 6.34 packets while the OPNET model was maximum 4.18 packets. This was because of the difference between tools between NS-2 and OPNET model. Actually the constant value and output calculated by MATLAB are same with NS-2 and OPNET. Also because of the difference between NS-2 and OPNET, the tuning parameters were needed to be set again to maintain queue size accurately. The following graph (Figure 52) validates this statement.

![Graph](image)

Figure 52. Simple network queue controller results by NS-2, $y_d = 3.125$; $X_{11} = 1$, $X_{22} = 100$, $X_{33} = 1$, and $U = 1000$, 30-run Monte Carlo analysis, black line: mean, gray lines: mean plus or minus one standard deviation.

Figure 52 shows the result of changing the $X_{22}$ with 100. This simulation was set with the same setpoint $y_d = 3.125$ and as shown in Figure 52, the mean of the queue size was 3.2 packets. The mean of the queue size in the OPNET model (Figure 50) was
2.97 packets. Therefore, the result of Figure 52 was good at controlling the queue size. However the difference between OPNET model and NS-2 model was that the deviation of the NS-2 model was more than the one of the OPNET model. And in the OPNET model, the result by changing $X_{22}$ did not have the effect on the performance of the controller. But in the NS-2 model, when $X_{22}$ was 100, the performance is better than $X_{22}$ with one. This means that some tuning parameters need be set again in the NS-2 model and, although the controller in the NS-2 model had worse performance than the OPNET model, the NS-2 model was validated to regulate the queue size with the controller model designed by Stuckey’s theory.

4.6. Summary

In this chapter, the transient queue model designed by Stuckey’s theory was validated by the NS-2 model. This verified the work that ported the OPNET model into NS-2 with the MATLAB engine. With this validation, the network state estimator and controller were validated in the NS-2 model. In the network estimator model, it was validated in simple and mixed network model and the different traffic types. It presented that the performance differed by the traffic type, prediction time, packet size and traffic rate. In the network controller model, the performance of the network queue controller was investigated. Although the performance of the NS-2 model was lower than the OPNET model, it validated the Stuckey’s theory to regulate the network queue size.
V. Conclusion

5.1. Contributions

In this thesis, Stuckey’s stochastic algorithm with Kalman filter was ported into NS-2 successfully. Stochastic scheme is not developed largely; Stuckey developed the basic concepts and designs for stochastic estimation and control for network. Much of this document was devoted to verify the validity of this theory under sufficient experiments with NS-2.

The network models were designed from Stuckey’s thesis to verify porting OPNET model into NS-2. This is represented in Section 3.5.3. These experiment scenarios are focus on porting into NS-2 but, also are focus on predicting network characteristics of queue size with different scenarios and traffic types. It was devoted to validate the Kalman filter by stochastic algorithm under various network situations.

In Section 4.2, the transient queue model was validated by NS-2. This was able to verify that the NS-2 model exactly performs the network experiment. This validates that the network model ported into NS-2 was verified Stuckey’s model by the same network model. In the OPNET model, it performed the Kalman filter by calling the MATLAB engine. This also was ported into NS-2. When the Kalman filter predicted the queue size, the drop-tail queue in NS-2 was modified to call the MATLAB engine.

The performance of Kalman filter network estimator with NS-2 was shown in Section 4.3 and 4.4. In Section 4.3, the basic performance of network estimator is verified by the simple model. Also, we found the various relations under the different traffic types, packet sizes and traffic rates. Stuckey focused on the validation for Kalman filter
estimator by the OPNET model but this thesis focused on the predictive ability of Kalman filter. This is shown by experiment for prediction time in Section 3.5.2. As a result, this thesis validates the performance and predicts actual queue size in the future.

To measure this performance, we developed each simulation for traffic type, packet size, packet rate, and prediction time.

The best traffic type for performance is CBR and Pareto. CBR showed the best performance in MSE and Pareto is the best in MAPE (see Section 4.3.1). This result shows each performance for traffic type; especially, it shows that the network estimator can predict the actual queue size under 4 ~ 10 % relative error.

In simulation for traffic rate and packet size, the network estimator showed more efficiency when it predicted low traffic rate and high packet size (see Section 4.3.3 and 4.3.4). However, this is only in MSE with absolute error. In MAPE, it showed effect on the contrary. That is, although the changing rate and size influence queue size, this is only an effect about the actual queue, but is not for predictive performance. Therefore, the traffic rate and packet size do not have an effect on Kalman filter.

In simulation for prediction time, as expected, the performance of Kalman filter is better when prediction time is sooner. As described in Section 4.3.2, prediction time is same as the sample rate. The Kalman filter predicts queue size after sample rate with network information as sample rate. Accordingly, small sample rate increases network information, but decrease prediction time. It is obvious that a shorter prediction time shows better performance of the Kalman filter.

The network estimator was validated under ideal real network model. Various types of traffic were mixed as in a real network and under this network model, the
performance of the Kalman filter estimator and the efficiency of placement for Kalman filter were verified. This validated the feasibleness of stochastic algorithm for real network.

In Section 4.5, the controller model was developed by the NS-2 model from the OPNET model to calculate the sending rate needed to regulate queue sizes. The controller model also had the tuning parameters \( (X_{11}, X_{22}, X_{33}, \text{and } U) \) and effect of these parameters was found by Stuckey’s. The NS-2 controller model validated the performance of the controller with these parameters. It validated the difference effect from the OPNET model with \( X_{22} \). Moreover, comparing the deviation of both NS-2 and OPNET model, the NS-2 model had lower performance in controller model. This was because of the difference of network simulation tools. However, this NS-2 model validate that the network controller can control sending rate to regulate the queue size and verify the Stuckey’s theory. This also was devoted to validate that the controller model has the feasibleness for real network with stochastic algorithm.

5.2. Recommendations

This document comes from the foundation of Stuckey’s thesis. As discussed in introduction, various media needs dynamic network. Accordingly, it is necessary that stochastic algorithm is adapted by solutions for real network. This document added validation about this feasibleness for future network.

One important characteristic is wireless for future network. The wired network cannot help having constraints for future network. Actually the dynamic network is based on wireless network. In this document, it is focus on porting into NS-2 and verifying Stuckey’s theory, the main point that is dynamic network is ignored. Stochastic algorithm
is needed to prepare for future network but a study is conducted under wired network. Consequently, stochastic algorithm should be conducted to study feasibleness for future network under wireless network.

This document focused on the experiment with the network simulation tool and, after verification with more tools, it was ported into NS-2. However, it was not enough to study the estimator and control model designed by Kalman filter. Most models in NS-2 were used to set the same configuration of the OPNET model. Equations that are used to develop Kalman filter in OPNET and NS-2 have improvements for initial error and error between predicted queue size and actual queue size. While not perfect in prediction, it will be able to decrease the error. Also, adjusting $Q_d, X_{11}, X_{22}, X_{33}$ and $U$ in an iterative manner needs to be calculated to achieve the desired performance.

The network controller needs more testing in multiple network scenarios like real network. Investigation of the network estimator was conducted in the different traffic type and scenarios however, the network controller was not enough. To adjust the controller and to understand the effect by the parameters, multiple simulations were conducted. However, it was not validated with various scenarios. Especially, Scalability investigations should be conducted to study the feasibleness for real network.

The basic concept of stochastic algorithm already explored various fields. It was used in verifying the value in real world like GPS, Robot, Weather forecast, Network, etc. And it should be explored further. There are numerous network areas waiting to be explored with stochastic algorithms. In this document, the estimator with Kalman filter estimated the queue size and sending rate, but it could be developed to estimate network delay, waiting time, throughput, etc. This is a similar case as in the controllers with
stochastic algorithms. For the future network, various stochastic algorithms will be developed real network applications.
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**STOCHASTIC ESTIMATION AND CONTROL OF QUEUES WITHIN A COMPUTER NETWORK**

**ABSTRACT**

Captain Nathan C. Stuckey implemented the idea of the stochastic estimation and control for network in OPNET simulator. He used extended Kalman filter to estimate packet size and packet arrival rate of network queue to regulate queue size. To validate stochastic theory, network estimator and controller is designed by OPNET model. These models validated the transient queue behavior in OPNET and work of Kalman filter by predicting the queue size and arrival rate. However, it was not enough to verify a theory by experiment. So, it needed to validate the stochastic control theory with other tools to get high validity. Our goal was to make a new model to validate Stuckey’s simulation. For this validation, NS-2 was studied and modified the Kalman filter to cooperate with MATLAB. Moreover, NS-2 model was designed to predict network characteristics of queue size with different scenarios and traffic types. Through these NS-2 models, the performance of the network state estimator and network queue controller was investigated and shown to provide high validity for Stuckey’s simulations.